Multielectron Effects in the Strong Field Sequential Ionization of Aligned CH3I Molecules.
Strong field sequential ionization of symmetric-top CH3I molecules is studied experimentally by using a combined method of femtosecond laser-induced impulsive alignment and time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Both alignment- and angular-dependent ion yields have been measured, and the sequential ionization of a multielectron has been discussed. It is found that the maximum ionization occurs when the polarization of probe laser is perpendicular to the internuclear axis of molecules, and the signal of fragment ion peaks at the polarization of the probe laser is parallel to the internuclear axis of molecules. The angular distribution of ions indicated that ionization of π-type orbitals corresponds to generation of charged parent ions and ionization of σ-type orbitals corresponds to generation of fragment ions. The sequential release of multielectrons for Coulomb explosion channels is studied by analysis of the time evolutions of multicharged In+ (n = 1-4) signals.